
High Octane Promotions LLC

General and Fix It Plate Rules

1.) Absolutely no Alcoholic beverages or intoxicated people in the Pits. Alcohol will
beConfiscated and intoxicated parties ejected and possibly arrested.

3.) Drivers, officials and towing Personnel are the only people permitted on the track before,
during and after the event.

5.) All drivers are required to wear an approved safety helmet and eye protection. Full face
helmets, neck braces and long sleeves are recommended.

6.) A fully functional seat belt is required and must be worn at all times until the heat is
completed. Drivers must stay in their vehicles with helmet and belt on until the event is over. Car
and driver will be disqualified for the evening if the driver unhooks seat belt or removes the
helmet during the event while under green.

7.) All vehicles must be completely stripped prior to arriving at the track. This includes all
windows, lights, chrome molding, plastic bumper covers, and fiberglass header panels and
interior (you may keep the dashboard in place). Furthermore all vehicles must be swept clean of
debris including glass and dirt. Do not break the glass in the doors. All air conditioning systems
must be drained and rubber hoses removed prior to arrival at track. Inner driver door padding is
required.

9.) All cars must be clearly marked on both sides and the roof with 18” high numbers. Roof
signs are allowed, no manor of mounting roof sign may strengthen vehicle in any way. Profanity
will not be permitted on vehicles.

11.) All vehicles must have a working hydraulic brake system before

14.) Officials will shut down any vehicle they deem a safety risk. This includes the battery or fuel
tank coming loose, vehicles which are leaking fuel, seat or seat belt breaking etc.

16.) If there is any plate, round or square tube in or on the frame outside of what is allowed its a
automatic load, you will not have the option to remove it nor be issued a refund for
entry/registration fee.  Please call before fixing any rust and or repairing prerans. You must
prove your rust and or bends.

17.) Prerans will be allowed two (2) 4”x4”x1/4” fix it plates total. Plates may be perimeter and
plug welded. If you have seams that are split and/or torn and need repaired please call first.
Every preran is different and will be handled on a case by case basis.



If you are unsure of how to do something or have questions pertaining to the rules or build

Please call or text.

Josh Charles @ 814-934-2164 or Tyler Smay @ 814-615-7272


